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Beginning Oracle Application Express 4.2Apress, 2013

	Beginning Oracle Application Express 4.2 introduces version 4.2 of the popular and productive Oracle Application Express development platform. Called APEX for short, the platform enables rapid and easy development of web-based applications that make full use of Oracle Database. The release of APEX 4.2 brings extensive new...
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Learning Cocoa with Objective-C: Developing for the Mac and iOS App StoresO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Get up to speed on Cocoa and Objective-C, and start developing applications on the iOS and OS X platforms. If you don’t have experience with Apple’s developer tools, no problem! From object-oriented programming to storing app data in iCloud, the fourth edition of this book covers everything you need to build apps for the...
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Oracle ADF Enterprise Application Development – Made Simple: Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	The simplest way to learn Oracle's ADF is to follow an enterprise development process from start to finish, which is exactly what this book does. Combining theory with real-world examples, it's the ultimate guide for Oracle and J2EE developers.


	Overview

	
		Utilize best practices for real-life...
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Metaprogramming Elixir: Write Less Code, Get More Done (and Have Fun!)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	Write code that writes code with Elixir macros. Macros make metaprogramming possible and define the language itself. In this book, you'll learn how to use macros to extend the language with fast, maintainable code and share functionality in ways you never thought possible. You'll discover how to extend Elixir with your own first-class...
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Risk and Interdependencies in Critical Infrastructures: A Guideline for Analysis (Springer Series in Reliability Engineering)Springer, 2012

	Today’s society is completely dependent on critical networks such as  water supply, sewage, electricity, ICT and transportation. Risk and vulnerability analyses are needed to grasp the impact of threats and hazards. However, these become quite complex as there are strong interdependencies both within and between infrastructure...
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Deep Learning Cookbook: Practical Recipes to Get Started QuicklyO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Deep learning doesn’t have to be intimidating. Until recently, this machine-learning method required years of study, but with frameworks such as Keras and Tensorflow, software engineers without a background in machine learning can quickly enter the field. With the recipes in this cookbook, you’ll learn how to solve...
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Solaris 8: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Clients often ask why we choose Solaris as an operating environment. Is it a decision based on price? Is it an attraction to the latest gizmo features, each with its own four-letter acronym? Do we have a cozy arrangement with Sun Microsystems to promote their operating system? The answer to each of these questions is no, no, NO!  ...
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PCs: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2005
Your vacuum comes with one. Even your blender comes with one. But your PC--something that costs a whole lot more and is likely to be used daily and for tasks of far greater importance and complexity--doesn't come with a printed manual. Thankfully, that's not a problem any longer: PCs: The Missing...
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Queueing Theory with Applications to Packet TelecommunicationSpringer, 2004
Soon after Samuel Morse’s telegraphing device led to a deployed electrical
telecommunications system in 1843, waiting lines began to form by those
wanting to use the system. At this writing queueing is still a significant factor in
designing and operating communications services, whether they are provided
over the Internet...
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Concurrency Theory: Calculi an Automata for Modelling Untimed and Timed Concurrent SystemsSpringer, 2005
In the world we live in concurrency is the norm. For example, the human body
is a massively concurrent system, comprising a huge number of cells, all simultaneously
evolving and independently engaging in their individual biological
processing. In addition, in the biological world, truly sequential systems rarely
arise. However,...
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Java 2 Enterprise Edition 1.4 (J2EE 1.4) BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"One stop shopping for J2EE."
     – Scott Ambler, Senior Consultant, Ronin International, Inc. and Author of Agile Modeling
If Java 2 Enterprise Edition 1.4 can do it, you can do it too...      

You already know that Java 2 Enterprise Edition 1.4 makes your enterprise services more cost-effective, more adaptable,...
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Mission Critical Windows 2000 Server AdministrationSyngress Publishing, 2000
To put it in terms understandable to the many former English majors who now manage Windows networks: if Everyman were a system administrator, he'd run Windows 2000 Server. It supports pretty much any business requirement, yet it's user-friendly enough that anyone can learn to be an administrator with a bit of study. Mission Critical! Windows...
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